Next Generation EU – The post-COVID-19 recovery plan for Europe

Follow the Money
Recovery Fund
of the European
Union
Power up
Clean energy

» Development and use of
renewables
» By 2025: Production and
transportation of 1 million
tonnes of renewable
hydrogen across the EU

Recharge &
Refuel
Sustainable transport

» Sustainable, accessible
and smart transport

» Mobilisation of a total of €750
billion to alleviate economic and
social damage brought about by
the COVID-19 crisis
→ €390 billion in grants
→ €360 billion in loans

» Driving a green recovery: spending
37% of the funds on targets within the
framework of the European Green
Deal
» Investing the lion’s share of €672,5
billion in 7 flagship projects of
member states under the Recovery
and Resilience Facility
→ Potential to create growth and
reap the benefits from the green
and digital transitions

» By 2025: 1 million
charging points and 500
hydrogen stations

Scale-up

Renovate
Tomorrow’s buildings

» Energy efficiency of
public and private
buildings
» By 2025: Doubling of the
renovation rate and
fostering deep
renovation

Modernise
Digital as a norm

» Digitalisation of public
administration
» Digitalisation of judicial
and healthcare systems
» By 2025: European digital
identity

Cloud revolution

Connect
Internet of tomorrow

» By 2025: Widest
possible uninterrupted
5G coverage for all
areas

» Increase in European
industrial data cloud
services
» Development of the most
powerful and sustainable
processors

Reskill &
Upskill
Education for all

» Adaptation and
modernisation of
education systems
» Supporting and
promoting digital skills

» Fiber and 5G networks

Winners of the EU Recovery Fund
Digital and green as the guiding principle
The EU aims to transform the economy and promote “sunrise industries” with €750 billion. Climate protection,
digitalisation, research & development are the focus of the financial package.

Next steps
January 2021

Agreement on the recovery plan reached in the trilogue negotiations of the EU
institutions – European Commission, Council and Parliament – enters into force

❖ 30 April 2021

Deadline for submission of member states’ recovery and resilience plans on national
projects, Commission’s assessment and Council’s approval required

❖ First half 2021

Expected disbursement of funds from the European recovery plan to member states
(70% by 2022)
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